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We consider entanglement distillation under the assumption that the input states are
allowed to be correlated among each other. We hence replace the usually consid-
ered independent and identically distributed hypothesis by the weaker assumption
of merely having identical reductions. We find that whether a state is then distill-
able or not is only a property of these reductions, and not of the correlations that are
present in the input state. This is shown by establishing an appealing relation
between the set of copy-correlated undistillable states and the standard set of un-
distillable states: The former turns out to be the convex hull of the latter. As an
example of the usefulness of our approach to the study of entanglement distillation,
we prove a new activation result, which generalizes earlier findings: It is shown that
for every entangled state  and every k, there exists a copy-correlated
k-undistillable state  such that   is single-copy distillable. Finally, the relation
of our results to the conjecture about the existence of bound entangled states with
a nonpositive partial transpose is discussed. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2888925
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of entanglement is at the root of the field of quantum information science.
Entanglement is thought to render the envisioned quantum computer more powerful than its
classical counterpart and has in some sense to be present to make sure that one can distill a secure
classical key in quantum key distribution. Yet, entangled quantum states are not defined via their
immediate usefulness for quantum information purposes, but rather via the way they are prepared:
A quantum state is called entangled if it is not merely classically correlated, so it cannot be
prepared—in a distributed laboratory paradigm—with local quantum operations alone, making use
of classical shared randomness.1,2 These classically correlated states are hence exactly those states
that can be prepared with local distributed physical devices. This definition in terms of the very
preparation procedure, needless to say, does not imply per se the usefulness of the entanglement.
In turn, “useful entanglement” in a distant laboratories paradigm may be identified with the
concept of distillable entanglement:3 a quantum state  is called distillable if a supply of states
which are independent and identically distributed—in other words n—can be transformed into
fewer almost perfect maximally entangled states, again using only local quantum operations and
classical communication. Such maximally entangled states of qubit pairs give immediately rise to
a secret bit of key in quantum key distribution or may form the resource in quantum state
teleportation. A key assumption in such a distillation process is that the source produces identical
uncorrelated specimens.
An interesting generalization of this paradigm is the one in which the several copies of the
state  are not completely independent.4 It is worthwhile both from a fundamental and practical
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point of view to study the effects of correlations among the copies of  on its distillability
properties. For each natural number n, instead of considering the usual n uncorrelated copies of
the state in question, n, we consider that arbitrary correlations exist among those. Hence, the full
state is characterized by a density matrix n with the requirement that tr\kn= for every
1kn, where tr\k stands for the partial trace of all the copies except kth. Clearly, there are
several distinct choices for n, representing the different ways in which the n copies might be
correlated. An interesting question in this respect is to classify the set of states for which corre-
lations among its copies can rule out the possibility of obtaining useful entanglement by means of
entanglement distillation. It is natural to expect that such correlations could have quite a drastic
effect and, hence, that the set of copy-correlated undistillable states would be much larger than the
usual set of undistillable states. Somewhat surprisingly, it turns out that the existence of correla-
tions do not influence to a very large extend whether distillation can be successfully implemented
or not. In fact, the state n does not even have to be assumed to the permutation symmetric:
Whether the correlated input is distillable or not merely depends on the reduction , and not on the
correlations. We prove that the set of copy-correlated undistillable states is given by the convex
hull of the set of undistillable states, therefore providing a new characterization for the latter.
At the core of this result is, of course, the characterization of the set of undistillable states.
One of the key results in entanglement theory is that not every entangled state is distillable,
demonstrating that there is a kind of bound entanglement in nature.7 In turn, a certain very simple
criterion was found to be intimately related to distillability: that of the positivity of the partial
transposition, obtained by transposition in only one part of a composite bipartite system.7,8 A state
that has a positive partial transposition is never distillable. What remained a quite notorious
question is whether so-called nonpositive partial transpose NPPT bound entangled states exist,
so states which are not distillable but nevertheless exhibit a NPPT. Its existence has various
ramifications in quantum information science2,9–13 and would rule out the appealing feature of
being able to test for undistillability by means of such a simple test as by computing the spectrum
of the partial transpose.
One direct implication of our result is that if every undistillable state is PPT has a positive
partial transpose, then arbitrary correlations among the copies of the state in question have no
effect at all whether distillation can be successfully implemented. We, however, find that the
characterization of the set of copy-correlated undistillable states we establish actually gives strong
indications on the existence of NPPT bound entangled states. This is accomplished by proving a
new entanglement activation result, which generalizes previous findings14 and points toward an
activation process involving two undistillable states which would, in particular, imply the exis-
tence of NPPT states.
Entanglement activation11–20 is the process in which an entangled state, which by itself would
be useless for a given task, e.g., teleportation, can be activated and used as an a resource when
processed together with a second state. In the first example of such a phenomenon,15 it was shown
that a certain PPT bound entangled state could be employed in order to increase the fidelity of
teleportation of a second state. In Ref. 14, in turn, this result was shown to be a general feature of
bound entangled states: Any entangled state can increase the fidelity of teleportation of a second
state. In this work, we generalize such a result, proving that for every k, the set of copy-correlated
k-undistillable states, which are states for which correlations among k copies of them can prevent
the possibility of obtaining a two qubit entangled state by stochastic local operations and classical
communication SLOCC, contains states capable of activating every entangled state. This new
activation result we demonstrate then strongly suggests that a similar result might hold true by
considering the set of copy-correlated undistillable states itself, which together with its identifi-
cation with the convex hull of the set of undistillable states, would be sufficient to prove the
existence of NPPT states.
The structure of this paper is the following. In Sec. II we define the main quantities which we
will be concerned with. In Sec. III, in turn, we state our main results, which are proved subse-
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quently in Secs. IV–VI. In Sec. VII, we discuss the connections of our results with the conjecture
about the existence of NPPT bound entangled states. Finally, we present the summary of this work
together with some further conclusions in Sec. VIII.
II. DISTILLABILITY AND COPY-CORRELATED DISTILLABILITY
We start by defining the objects we will be using frequently. H=Cd Cd will denote the
Hilbert space of a bipartite dd-dimensional quantum system. The state space over H is written
as DH. Of central interest will be states  on Hk for some k that are permutation symmetric:
This means that when permuting any of the k bipartite quantum states, the state is left unchanged
under the standard representation of the symmetric group Sk over Hk,
 = PP, 1
where P is the representation in Hk of an arbitrary element  of Sk. We define the symmetri-
zation operation as
Sˆkª 1
n! Sk
PP. 2
The set of permutation-symmetric states will be denoted as SkHkDHk. We will also freely
make use of partial traces over part of systems: tr\1, for example, will refer to the partial trace over
all but the first dd-dimensional bipartite quantum system.
Note that an early example of entanglement distillation of permutation-symmetric states has
been considered in Ref. 21. There, permutation symmetry was even considered when permuting
each of the k subsystems individually,
ª 1
n!2 
,Sk
P  PP  P , 3
which induces an even higher degree of symmetry than randomly permuting the k bipartite sys-
tems, but is included in the above case.
The distillability problem can be cast in terms of a notion that renders it more accessible using
the techniques presented later in this work: It is related to the so-called SLOCC singlet fraction,
F2ª sup
A,B
trA  B†A  B2
trA  B†A  B
, 4
where A and B act on local parts of a bipartite system with Hilbert space H and
2ªi,j=01  i , ij , j  /2 is the projector onto the two qubit maximally entangled state. In this
language, a state  is distillable if and only if F2n1 /2 for some nN. In turn, a state  is
called n-undistillable if F2n=
1
2 . Finally, the set of undistillable states is composed of all the
states that are n-undistillable for all nN. We denote the set of n-undistillable states by Cn and the
set of undistillable states by C.
The central object of this work is the generalization of such sets to the case where correlations
among the several copies of the state might be present. We are interested in the worst case scenario
and say that a state  is copy-correlated k-undistillable if there is a one-undistillable state k
DHk such that tr\mk= for every 1mk. In other words, if we can add correlations to
the k copy state k, forming the state k, such that no two qubit entanglement can be extracted
from k, we say that  is copy-correlated k-copy undistillable. It is clear that if such an extension
exists, then Sˆkk is also a valid extension. It hence follows that without loss of generality we can
define the set of copy-correlated k-undistillable states as follows.
Definition 1. (copy-correlated k-undistillable): We say that a bipartite state DH is copy-
correlated k-undistillable if it has a permutation-symmetric extension kDHk which is
single-copy undistillable. We denote the set of all such states by Tk, i.e.,
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Tkª 	DH: ∃ k SkHk C1Hk such that  = tr\1k
 . 5
In the same way as one defines undistillability as k-undistillability for all k, one can introduce
an analogous definition in the copy-correlated case Fig. 1.
In more physical terms, the setting of copy-correlated distillation is the following: One con-
siders sequences of sources, each producing permutation-symmetric correlated bipartite states
entailing k pairs each. This is the natural setting when the source produces entangled pairs at once,
but the physical process achieving this leads to not entirely uncorrelated specimens. Still, for the
reductions to be identical and equal to some  is still a reasonable assumption and the state can
also be twirled over the symmetric group to make the reductions identical. In Ref. 22, this
concept of formation and distillation beyond independent and identically distributed sources has
also been discussed in the pure-state case. Note also that the correlations between the copies can
be arbitrarily strong except that due to monogamy constraints, the resulting state will eventually
become copy-correlated undistillable. We do not impose any restrictions to the kind of correla-
tions allowed. If there are no correlations, the usual concept of distillation is recovered.
The parties doing the distillation based on such a source will for a finite k clearly not be able
to do a quantum state tomography to find out : They will simply be promised the source to have
that property. This is the natural setting of discussing entanglement distillation in the presence of
cross-copy correlations and memory effects. Note that we will not be interested in distillation rates
in this work, but just in distillability as such. This naturally links to the concept of undistillability.
Definition 2. (copy-correlated undistillable): A state DH is said to be copy-correlated
undistillable if it is copy-correlated k-undistillable for every kN. We denote the set of copy-
correlated undistillable states by T, i.e.,
Tª 
kN*
Tk. 6
In other words, a state  belongs to T if for every number of copies of the state one can add
correlations among them so that no useful entanglement can be established at all.
This approach seems interesting for two reasons: On the one hand, this is a natural setting to
consider, as the assumption of having entirely uncorrelated specimen at hand in entanglement
distillation may be an unacceptably restrictive one. On the other hand, as we will see, we can use
this concept as a novel mathematical tool to grasp the structure of the set of undistillable states.
Equipped with these definitions, we are now in the position to state our main results and
present the proofs.
III. MAIN RESULTS
The first result concerns the relationship between copy-correlated undistillable states and the
undistillable states in the ordinary independent and identically distributed sense: We find that the
set of copy-correlated undistillable states is nothing but the convex hull of the set of undistillable
states. Since the latter set is possibly nonconvex a property related to the existence of NPPT
bound entanglement11, the convex hull of this set might, however, indeed be different of the set
itself.
FIG. 1. Color online This figure represents the setting of copy-correlated k-undistillable states. The reduction to the first
bipartite system is tr\1k and the state is invariant under permutations of the bipartite systems. On the right side is the
independent and identically distributed case k.
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Theorem 1. (undistillable and copy-correlated undistillable states): The set of copy-correlated
undistillable states is equal to the convex-hull of the set of undistillable states,
T = coC . 7
Our proofs will make repeated use of convex analysis23 and extend ideas of employing convex
cones of Refs. 14 and 20 to the asymptotic setting. The dual cone of the set C, for example, is
defined as
C*ª 	X	 0:trX	 0 ∀  C
 . 8
Theorem 1 then has the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 1. (characterization of the set of undistillable states): The dual cone of the set of
undistillable states can be characterized as follows:
C* = 
kN*
Tk*. 9
In other words, we have fully characterized the dual cone of the set of undistillable states in
terms of sets which are easily specified.
In the above framework, a standard maximally entangled state of dimension C2 C2 is taken,
as the singlet fraction is taken as the figure of merit. Note that we aim for the question of obtaining
such a singlet in a distillation protocol, but do not study rates of distillation here. We emphasize,
however, that once T, one can distill an arbitrary good approximation of a maximally en-
tangled output of arbitrary dimension. This is the content of the next corollary.
Corollary 2. (distillation with arbitrary output dimension): Let DH be a state for which
T. Then, for every sequence of states 	n
 with reductions equal to , every integer D, and
every 
 1 /D ,1, there is an integer n and an SLOCC map such that
FDn 
 . 10
The second main result is a generalization of the activation result proved in Ref. 14. It
indicates the power of copy-correlated k-undistillable states to serve as activators to make states
distillable. In fact, this is true on the single-shot level, so the resulting states are even single-copy
distillable.24 Again, the interesting aspect of this result is that it is a statement on asymptotic
entanglement manipulation. However, the whole asymptotic aspect is hidden in the characteriza-
tion of the set of copy-correlated undistillable states: As an activation result, it refers to an
operation on a single specimen alone.
Theorem 2. (main result on activation of entanglement): For every entangled state 
DH and every kN* there is a copy-correlated k-undistillable state  such that the joint state
 is single-copy distillable, i.e.,
F2  
1
2 . 11
As C1=T1, the main result of Ref. 14 is a particular case of Theorem 2. There is an immediate
corollary of the previous result which we can state as follows.
Corollary 3. (activation using convex combinations): For every entangled state DH and
any 0, there is a single-copy undistillable state  such that the following hold.
1 We can find a probability distribution 	pi
 and a set of undistillable states 	i
, satisfying
 − 
i
pii
1
  , 12
2 The joint state  is single-copy distillable.
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This corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 2 and a standard result of convex analysis
stating that a family of closed convex sets 	Ai
 such that Ai+1Ai converges to their intersection
with respect to the Hausdorff distance.25
Motivated by these findings, we are–once again—led to the following conjecture. Note that
recent work on the existence of NPPT bound entangled states has introduced interesting ideas,31
but the argument as such is not correct in its conclusion. To assume that the extreme points of the
convex sets constructed in Ref. 31 are pure is a restriction of generality. For a discussion, see also
Ref. 2. Note the strong similarity with the previous statement Fig. 2.
Conjecture 1 (existence of NPPT bound entanglement): For every entangled state DH,
there is an undistillable state  such that the joint state  is single-copy distillable, i.e.,
F2  
1
2 . 13
This statement would clearly indicate the existence of NPPT bound entangled states. To see
this, let us assume that the contrary is true, which all undistillable states have a positive partial
transpose. Yet, according to the above conjecture, for any PPT bound entangled state , there
exists an undistillable state —hence also a PPT state—for which F2
1
2 . This leads to a
contradiction, as  has in turn a positive partial transpose, which implies that
F2   =
1
2 , 14
in contradiction to the assumption. Hence, our above result is also aimed at providing a new
instrument in tackling the old conjecture on the existence of NPPT bound entanglement. For
recent progress on the question of the existence of NPPT distillable entanglement, see also Ref.
32.
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We will now proceed by proving the validity of the two theorems. We start with the prepa-
ration of the proof of Theorem 1. This argument will make use of de Finetti and large deviation
techniques.33–35 The first statement that is of use is borrowed from Ref. 34. Note that here it is
stated with respect to bipartite systems, which is responsible for the obvious difference in the
scaling in the dimension d.
Theorem 3 (quantum finite de Finetti theorem34): Let n be a permutation-symmetric state
nSnHn and let kn. Then there exists a probability distribution P over state space DH
such that
trk+1,. . .,nn − Pkd
1

4d4k
n
. 15
With the help of the previous statement, we can characterize the set of copy-correlated undis-
tillable states. Note that the following lemma does not constitute an assumption on the specific
form of the correlations between the copies produced by the source, but it is a result that holds true
as a consequence to any input states having such correlations.
Lemma 1 (set of copy-correlated undistillable states): A state DH belongs to T if and
only if there exists a probability distribution P over state space DH such that
FIG. 2. Color online Activation of entanglement: For any entangled state , one can find a copy-correlated k-undistillable
activator  such that the joint state is single-copy distillable. This holds true for any k.
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 = Pd 16
and
kª Pkd C1Hk 17
for every kN*.
Proof: Let T, then, for each kN*, there exists a state kC1Hk such that tr\1k
=. This is a direct consequence of the definition of T. From Theorem 3, it follows that for each
k	1, there exists a probability distribution Pk such that
trk+1,. . .,k2k2 − Pkkd
1

4d4
k
. 18
Let us define
 j
kª trj+1,. . .,k2k2 . 19
From the property that the trace norm is contractive under completely positive maps, and hence
under partial tracing, we have that for each jk,
 jk − Pk jd
1

4d4
k
. 20
Moreover, as locally discarding some part of a state amounts to a LOCC operation, we have that
each
 j
k C1H j . 21
The set of probabilities on the state space is compact in the weak topology. So there is a prob-
ability measure P and a net k of integers such that k→ and Pk→P. The map
P → P jd 22
is continuous, so it also follows that
 Pk jd→ P jd . 23
Then, by Eq. 20, we find that for every jN*,
 j
k → P jd . 24
As for every k and j,
tr\1 j
k =  and  j
k C1, 25
it follows that
tr\1 P jd =  and  P jd C1 26
hold true for every jN*. The converse direction of the proof follows directly from the definition
of T. 
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The next concept that we need is that of a minimal informationally complete positive operator
valued measure POVM. An informationally complete POVM in BCm is defined as a set of
positive semidefinite operators Ai forming a resolution of the identity, i.e., satisfying

i
Ai = I . 27
In addition, 	Ai
 has to form a basis for BCm. An informationally complete POVM is said to be
minimal, in turn, when each operator XBCm is uniquely determined by the expectation values
trAiX. We will make use of a construction of minimal informationally complete POVMs pre-
sented in Ref. 35, valid for all dimensions m.
We say that a family 	Ai
 of elements from BCm is a dual of the a family 	Ai*
 if for all
XBCm,
X = 
i
trAiXAi
*
. 28
The above equation implies, in particular, that the operator X is fully determined by the expecta-
tions values trAiX. Finally, if 	Ai
 and 	Bj
 are informationally complete POVMs on BCm and
BCl, then 	Mi,j
, defined by
Mi,jª Ai  Bj , 29
is an informationally complete POVM on BCm Cl. Before now turning to the proof of Theorem
1, there is one last ingredient that we need for our argument: It may be viewed as a variant of a
Chernoff bound. Note that this is a statement on classical probability distributions, not on quantum
states.
Lemma 2 (variant of Chernoff’s bound36): Let PX be a probability distribution on X and let x
be chosen according to the n-fold product distribution PXn. Then, for any 0,
Prx
x − PX1  2−n
2/2 ln 2−Xlogn+1/n
. 30
Here,  · 1 is the trace distance of two probability distributions and X is the cardinality of X.
Proof of Theorem 1: We proceed by showing that both coCT and TcoC hold true. We
start with the first inclusion, which is quite straightforward. Let CH be an undistillable state.
By symmetry, it is clearly true that the state n belongs to SnHn for all n. Moreover, n is by
definition not single-copy distillable. Therefore, n belongs to C1Hn. Hence, for all n, n
SnHnC1Hn, from which it follows that T. As T is a closed convex set, one finds that
indeed coCT.
Let us now consider the converse inclusion. To this aim, let T. Then, for each nN*,
there exists a n given by Eq. 17 such that
tr\1n =  . 31
Also, Lemma 1 defines a probability distribution P for , independent of n. Similarly, for any
n ,mN*, we find a n+m.
We will now show that this probability distribution P is up to a set of measure zero supported
only on undistillable states. We do this proving that for every nN*, the probability function P
vanishes for all n-distillable states, except from a set of measure zero. The ideas of the argument
is as follows: We consider n+m and construct a SLOCC that performs measurements based on an
informationally complete POVM in the last m systems. Based on this information, one performs a
further operation on the first n systems depending whether it is distillable or not.
More specifically, for any n ,mN*, we define the SLOCC map m,n :BHm+n
→BC2 C2 as follows.
• We first measure the informationally complete POVM 	Mi,j
ª 	Mk
 of Eq. 29 individually
on each of the last m bipartite systems, where k is the joint index labeling the outcomes. This
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is clearly an operation that can be implemented by means of LOCC: One has to perform the
local POVM on each side. In this way, one can estimate an empirical probability distribution
Pmk from the relative frequency of the outcomes k of the POVM.
• Then, using Eq. 28, we form the operator
Xm = 
k
PmkMk
* BH . 32
Of course, this might not be a valid density operator.
• Thus, we define mDH as the state which is closest in trace norm to Xm, so as the state
that minimizes
	m − Xm1:mDH
 . 33
This is done based on the measurement outcomes obtained above. If m defined in this way
is not unique, we select one from the respective set of solutions. The state m can now either
be n-distillable or n-undistillable. Note that so far the only physical operation performed was
the measurement in the last m systems.
• In the first case, so if mDH is n-distillable, we apply the trace preserving LOCC map 
on the remaining n systems which minimizes the following expectation value Fig. 3:
trm
nI/2 − 2 . 34
This is the optimal distillation procedure on n copies,  :BHn→BC2 C2. The map
 trnI /2−2, where  is the trace-preserving LOCC that minimizes
trnI /2−2, is trace-norm continuous.
• In the second case, so if mDH is n-undistillable, we discard the state and replace it by
the zero operator on Hn.
This procedure defines our family of SLOCC operations m,n :BHm+n→BC2 C2.
We know that
trn,mn+mI/2 − 2	 0 35
for all m, as, by Lemma 1, n+mC1Hn+m.
From Lemma 2, we can infer that the probability that the trace norm difference of the esti-
mated state with the real state is larger than , for any 0, goes to zero when m goes to infinity.
So we find that the family of functions, defined for states DH as
fm = trm,nn+mI/2 − 2 36
for fixed m,n for any n ,m, converge pointwise to
FIG. 3. Color online Procedure followed to define the SLOCC map .
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fª trnI/2 − 2 if  is n-distillable0 otherwise,  37
where  :BHn→BC2 C2 is the optimal LOCC map for n, i.e., the LOCC map that
minimizes
trnI/2 − 2 . 38
To proceed, we clearly have the upper bound
fm = trm,nn+mI/2 − 2 1 39
for every DH. This means that the family of functions 	fm
 satisfies the requirements of the
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Therefore, we get from Eq. 35 that
0 lim
m→
 Ptrm,nn+mI/2 − 2d = lim
m→
 Pfmd = P lim
m→
fmd
= Pfd = 
DH\CnH
PtrnI/2 − 2d , 40
where DH \CnH are the n-distillable states. By definition, we have that for each n-distillable
state ,
trnI/2 − 2 0. 41
So we find from Eq. 40 that P can be nonzero only in a zero measure subset of the set of
n-distillable states. As this is true for an arbitrary n, we find that P must be supported on the set
of undistillable states. 
Proof of Corollary 2: We can prove the Corollary by contradiction. Suppose conversely that
for every nN and every SLOCC , trn
I−D	0. Then, we can follow the proof of
Theorem 1 to show that T, in contradiction with the assumption that it is not.
The key point is to notice that Theorem 1 also holds if we replace the single copy undistill-
ability condition F2n=
1
2 by FDn
 for any integer D and 
 1 /D ,1. We only have to
modify the fourth step of the SLOCC map we defined as follows: we now discard the state if the
estimated state m is such that trm
n
 for every SLOCC map  or apply the optimal
SLOCC map  minimizing trm
n
I−D otherwise. The proof then proceeds in a com-
pletely analogous way. 
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2. We start by proving two auxiliary Lemmas, which
give a characterization for the elements of the dual cones of the sets SkHk and TkHk, which
will again sometimes be abbreviated as Sk and Tk.
Lemma 3 (dual cone of symmetric states): If Q Sk*, then
SˆkQ =
1
n! Sk
PQP 	 0. 42
Proof: As Q Sk*, we have that for every positive semidefinite operator X	0 acting on
Hk,
trXSˆkQ = trSˆkXQ	 0. 43
This can only be true, however, if SˆkQ	0. 
Lemma 4 (dual cone of k-copy undistillable states): For each kN and for every element X
of Tk*, there exist an SLOCC map  and an operator Q Sk* such that
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X  Ik−1 = I/2 − 2 + Q . 44
Proof: In Ref. 37, it has been shown that for any two closed convex cones A and B defined on
a finite dimensional Hilbert space, AB*=A*+B*. It is easily seen that coneSkC1
=coneSkconeC1, where the conic hull is defined for a set C as
coneAª j 
 jWj:
 j 	 0,Wj C . 45
Therefore,
Sk C1* = coneSk C1* = coneSk coneC1* = Sk* + C1*. 46
This in turn implies that every element Y of SkC1* can be written as the right hand side of Eq.
44. We find that if
X Tk*, 47
then X Ik−1 is an element of SkC1*. Indeed,
trX	 0 ∀  Tk ⇒ trXtr\1	 0 ∀  Sk C1 ⇒ trX  Ik−1	 0 ∀  Sk C1.
48
Hence, any element of the dual cone of Tk can be written as a sum of an element of the dual cone
of Sk and an element of the dual cone of C1, which is nothing but I /2−2. 
The next Lemma is the key result for the proof of Theorem 2. It makes a connection between
separability and the structure of the dual sets Tk*. Before, we turn to its formulation and proof,
let us introduce some notation, departing from earlier conventions. This will make render the
argument more transparent, however. In this lemma, we will set HªC2d C2d. If we have a tensor
product between a dd-system and a 22 system, the latter is thought to be embedded in a
dd-dimensional system. We denote with I the identity operator acting on H. The identity
operator acting on Cm Cm for every other m different from 2d will be denoted by Im2.
Lemma 5 (dual cone of Tk and separability): Let DCd Cd and kN*. If
  I4/2 − 2 Tk*, 49
then  is separable.
Proof: By Lemma 4, we can write
  I4/2 − 2  Ik−1 = I4/2 − 2 + Q 50
for some SLOCC map  and an operator QSk*. Applying the symmetrizing operator Sˆ to both
sides of the previous equation, we find
  I4/2 − 2  Ik−1 + 
j=1
k
I j    I4/2 − 2  Ik−j−1 = Sˆ  I4/2 − 2 + Sˆ Q .
51
We now multiply both sides from the left with I Id2 0,00,0k−1 and take the partial trace
with respect to all systems except the first C2d C2d-dimensional subsystem. Defining
Pª tr\1I  Id2  0,00,0k−1Sˆ Q , 52
.ª tr\1I  Id2  0,00,0k−1Sˆ  . , 53
it follows that
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  I4/2 − 2 = I4/2 − 2 + P , 54
since
trId2  0,00,0I4/2 − 2 = 0. 55
By Lemma 3, we find that P	0.
The quantum operation  can easily be seen to be a SLOCC, as it is a concatenation of the
SLOCC map  with the symmetrizing operation—which is LOCC—and finally with the projec-
tion of the qubit part of the final k−1 copies in the local state 0,0, followed by tracing over them.
Each of these steps can be done locally. The statement of the lemma then follows from the results
presented in Ref. 14, where it was shown that Eq. 54 implies the separability of the bi-partite
state DCd Cd. 
Proof of Theorem 2: Theorem 2 can now be easily established by Lemma 5, together with the
argument presented in Ref. 14. Let us consider states DHA2HA3 HB2HB3, where
HA2 = HB2 = Cd, HA3 = HB3 = C2. 56
The Hilbert spaces HA1 =Cd and HB1 =Cd will serve as the Hilbert spaces on which the activator 
is defined. This might seem like an undesirable complication of notation; as in Ref. 14, the
discussion of the process will become more transparent in this way, however.
We aim at activating entanglement. It hence suffices to show that for all kN*, there exists a
TkDCd Cd and a SLOCC operation  such that
tr  2 tr  /2. 57
The state  then serves as an activator in this single-copy distillation process.
We are free to show that Eq. 57 is true for a particular choice of a SLOCC operation. This
does not necessarily have to be one that would give the optimal rate or in the single-copy regime
the optimal overlap, as long as we can show that the activation has been successful. We choose 
as follows: As a first step, the parties perform a local measurement—on subsystems A1A2 and
B1B2—in a basis of maximally entangled states, postselecting when both systems are projected
onto the projectors associated with the unnormalized state vectors A1A2=i=1d i , i and B1B2
=i=1
d i , i, respectively. The implemented SLOCC is then given by
   A  B  A  B†, 58
where
A = A1A2  IA3, B = B1B2  IB3, 59
and A1A2 is the state vector of a maximally entangled state in the Schmidt basis.
This construction is nothing but the extended Jamiolkowski isomorphism between bipartite
states and nonlocal operations, see, e.g., Ref. 38: By performing two joint measurements locally
on the states  and , a nonlocal quantum operation, determined by , will be performed in . For
our purposes, it is sufficient to consider the following relation:
trA  B  A  B†Z = c trT  Z 60
for every positive operator Z on HA3HB3 and for some c0.
The condition tr2 tr  /2 can clearly be written as
tr  I/2 − 2 0. 61
Hence, from Eq. 60, we get
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trT  I/2 − 2 0. 62
To complete the proof it suffices to note that by Lemma 5, if  is entangled then there must be a
state Tk satisfying Eq. 62. Indeed, if this were not true, then T I /2−2 would have to
belong to the dual cone of Tk, which was shown in Lemma 5 to imply the separability of . This
proves the validity of Theorem 2. 
VI. PROOF OF COROLLARY 3
Proof of Corollary 3: It is easy to see that it is sufficient to prove that
clcone 
kN*
Tk* = T*, 63
where clA is the closure of A. Let us first show that
clcone 
kN*
Tk* T*. 64
Choose an element Y of Tk*. Then, trXY	0 for all XTk and, therefore, for all XkN*Tk
=T. Hence, Y is an element of T* as well. Thus, for all k	1,
Tk* T*, 65
from which follows that

kN*
Tk* T*. 66
As T* is a closed convex cone, we get Eq. 64.
To prove the converse inclusion, we show the following relation:
 
kN*
Tk** kN*coneTk . 67
Then, using that clconeBclconeA if A*B* together with the easily established relation
cone 
kN*
Tk = 
kN*
coneTk , 68
we find the announced result.
Let us then turn to prove Eq. 67. Choose an element X of kN*Tk**. Then,
trXY	 0 69
for all YkN*Tk*, which implies that trXY	0 for all YTk* and for all k	1. Therefore,
X Tk**, 70
which is equal to coneTk. As this is true for all k	1, we arrive at Eq. 67 .
VII. ON THE EXISTENCE OF NPPT BOUND ENTANGLEMENT
Before we conclude this work, we would like to comment on the applicability on this ap-
proach to the conjecture on the existence of bound entangled states with a nonpositive partial
transpose and, in particular, to Conjecture 1. The kind of statement that we would need is very
similar to the one established here: We have introduced an idea of how to grasp asymptotic
entanglement manipulation in the form of a single-copy activation argument. It is clear that if we
could prove the validity of Lemma 5 for the full set T, then Conjecture 1 would in fact be true.
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Indeed, if the activation procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 2 works for a convex com-
bination of undistillable states, then it has to work at least for one of the states appearing in the
convex combination, as it is made explicit by the linearity of Eq. 62.
However, although the presented methods seem applicable to this question, a significant
further step seems to be necessary, and a naive extension of Lemma 5 to T does not seem to work.
Indeed, if we assume that  I4 /2−2T*, then, by Corollary 3, for every 0, there exists an
integer n such that
  I4/2 − 2 + I Tk*. 71
If we followed the steps taken in the proof of Lemma 5, we would find, instead of Eq. 54,
the following:
  I4/2 − 2 + n − 1I =I/2 − 2 + P, 72
where P	0 and  is a SLOCC operation for every 0. Hence, in order to be able to carry
over with the approach similar to one outlined in Ref. 14, we would have to be able to show that
we can choose the sequence 	n
 to be such that
lim
→0
n − 1 = 0. 73
Although it could well be the case that such relation hold, we could not find a way either to prove
it nor to disprove it, despite considerable effort.
From a different perspective, it seems that the rate of convergence of an arbitrary element of
T* by elements of the inner approximations given by Tk* matters when it comes to the activation
properties of the elements of T. Note that it is exactly the closure in
T* = 
kN*
Tk* 74
that is responsible for this behavior. Indeed, Lemma 5 can straightforwardly be applied if we
require only that
  I4/2 − 2 
kN*
Tk*. 75
So the question of the existence of NPPT bound entanglement can be related and reduced to the
question of the necessity of the convex hull in Eq. 74.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have introduced the notion of copy-correlated entanglement distillation. In
this setting, one allows for correlations between different specimens in entanglement distillation.
We have proven a relationship between copy-correlated undistillable states and undistillable states,
hence establishing a new way of characterizing the set of undistillable states. We have also
introduced a new entanglement activation result which, on one hand, generalizes previous ones
and, on the other hand, might be of use to the study of the properties of the undistillable state set.
After all, it is not a too unrealistic hope that the methods this work has introduced may pave
an avenue to prove the validity of the conjecture on the existence of NPPT bound entanglement.
With new results on almost independent and identically distributed properties of many subsystems
of permutation invariant being just available,39 this goal may be within reach. Beyond this specific
question of entanglement distillation, we hope that the presented methods and tools open up a new
way of grasping asymptotic entanglement manipulation.
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